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How can tiny single-celled organisms in the body become such a problem?  Explore your body's

defenses as it battles for balance. In this concise, easy-to-ready booklet you'll learn how to keep the

yeast syndrome in check as you build your immune system. With these biblical secrets on health

and the latest medical research, you can be free from Candida/Candidiasis and yeast infections. 

This book contains findings that your doctor may never have told you!   Depression and stress are

two of the worst things for your immune system.  Eating yogurt provides the body with good

bacteria.  Throwing out leftovers after two days can protect your digestive track from dangerous

organisms.  Candida is present in all people.  A good belly laugh massages your organs from the

inside out.  You want to be healthy. God wants you to be healthy. Now at last here's a source of

information that will help you become healthy-body, mind and spirit.  Â 
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I thought this book was VERY helpful. My sister-in-law was overweight and sick from candida and

when she followed the plan in this book she lost a TON of weight and she feels better than ever. I

recently found out that some of my health problems are from candida. This book has been helpful to

me also. I especially love the scriptures and the prayers. They have helped me through a hard thing.

I have also lost ALOT of weight from following this plan, but more than that, I feel awesome



physically. Also, several people in our church have been following this book and are doing great!

DR. COLBERT HAS JUST RECENTLY RELEASED A NEW BIBLE CURE BOOK FOR CANDIDA

WITH RECIPES FOR THE CANDIDA DIET. I THINK IT MIGHT EVEN BE BETTER THAN THIS

ONE.If you think you might be dealing with candida or yeast, then this is the book for you! I highly

recommend it. It has truly changed my life.

"The Bible Cure for Candida and Yeast Infections" by Dr. Don Colbert was given to me as a gift, and

since it is such an excellent book I have bought numerous other books by Dr. Colbert. Having

already read a number of books by other authors about allergies, environmental illness and yeast

overgrowth, I was very surprised this small book provided information I had never read elsewhere.

In particular, I am happy the book tells how to heal a "leaky gut". Recently I was tested to be allergic

to only three or four foods, after years prior having been tested allergic to 70% of foods. I knew that

candida had made holes in my gut, then food protein went directly into my bloodstream, and was

fought against by my immune system, resulting in many food allergies. After rarely eating my

allergic foods and taking a particular amino acid Dr. Colbert mentions in this book, I have become

much less sensitive to many foods. This is an excellent book for anyone who has ever taken

antibotics and is now experiencing any of the many problems that go along with intestinal flora

imbalance. For more information about the types of problems that are associated with candida

albicans overgrowth, I suggest you also read Dr. William Crook's "The Yeast Connection".

This book is very small, but has so much great info. I have so many books that I got rid of mine after

I read it, but now I wish I would have kept it as a reference guide. A must read for any suffering from

Candida.

I've done a lot of research on yeast and this book seems to have it all in what could almost be a

pocket guide.Even if you're not religious but have a yeast problem, I highly recommend this book. I

was actually disappointed at the lack of bible references. But, back in bible days we didn't have

antibiotics and processed foods, two major things that contribute to yeast.If you're looking for your

first book on yeast, get this. If you already know a lot this may be redundant. However, makes an

easy pocket reference guide. The only draw back - no index. But, if you read the whole book you

can usually remember where to look to check back on something.

This book is a great assets for those who are researching candida diets and yeast-free diets. I found



the author to be very knowledgeable and I was able to verify the information inside the book. I took

notes and look forward to sitting down with my doctor to discuss its contents and the best course of

action for my candida diet. Overall great book.

My dad struggled with yeast for a long time recently so we ordered to get some answers...learned a

lot and gained some great info. also learned autism like symptoms can be caused from yeast so I

wanted to read this book for my son....tried some of the ideas in this book and relief was found in

both cases.I read in one sitting and it is broken down nicely.

He really gives modern day information about yeast. He puts some scriptures on the side of different

pages. I was dissappointed by this. I was led to believe that he would discuss possible dietary laws

of the bible that would be helpful in todays society. That is not what kind of booklet this is. I suggest

the Makers Diet if you want to have better understanding of the differences between modern eating

habits vs biblical eating habits and its effects of health conditionslike yeast.

This book was recommended to me by my Doctor's nurse. Excellent information to help with yeast

issues. It is small enough to carry in your purse for quick reference or keep in your car for those

spare minutes. It has helped me kick start my new life without yeast.
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